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When will we ever learn... things we should learn in school, but all too often, do not...
FREE Global economy survival info -- Redesigning the Car Deal Landscape... to share
You can help erase...

Chronic Car Deal Illiteracy Syndrome

©

(CCDIS) remains at epidemic levels as the automobile celebrates its 102nd birthday. Unfair, manipulative and fraudulent
auto sales and service practices cost America’s friends and
families tens of billions of dollars every year.
40% of auto repairs are unnecessary, costing consumers $40 billion annually in the US.

Erasing CCDIS is academic; elementary, actually. It's as simple
as making for yourself and others (teachers, students, bosses,
staff, associates, clients and customers) the simple but often
overlooked or forgotten and free “Car-Deal-Literacy-to-Library-Connection.” Its that simple. Merely remind family,
friends, and others that they may help save themselves and others hundreds and thousands of dollars over a lifetime of auto
ownership and operation, by reviewing the several books available at the library or bookstore, on how to buy, operate, and
service autos without getting taken for the classic car deal ride
and paying too much every time. Learn the traditional costly
car deal tricks and mistakes, and save money for better personal, social, and environmental needs, causes and charities.
Fraud alone in auto sales and service practices cost consumers at least $22 billion annually.

On average, a lifetime of auto ownership and operation costs
now exceed $400,000, more than twice the cost of median
priced American homes.
Women and minorities pay more on average for car sales and service due to bias.
This free individual, family and village valuing message brought to you by:
Take the Ph.D. crash course in Car Deal Literacy 101 -- Free On-line
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Buyer Beware -- Tricks of the Great American Car Deal
For a free rEvolutionary car deal sanity and self-defense, and gobble economy
survival resource -- find it by name On-line
Adopt the 15 second lecture value additive -- the Car-Deal-Literacy-to-Library Connection tip...

Don’t Have a Car, Man!, if you can, and save hundreds of thousands of dollars over a lifetime.
And if you just have to have one to make your life work, “CARveat Emptor”.
Copy, post, circulate and share... reduce, recycle, reuse, recreate and restore...

